McDougles in Moscow
Prayer Request
•

Our decision about
where to move next

• David and Olivia’s
support
• The LST Group

Vitaly, Dougle and Anvar at small group
May Mayhem
It seems this month has been our
busiest month! To us, that is
exciting! We have continued with
language studies. Volodya is now
tutoring both of us; we are
enjoying his expertise and
friendship through this. We are
progressing well, though we still
have quite a ways to go! We heard
recently that Russian will be the
language of heaven, because it
takes an eternity to learn! I hope it
isn’t entirely true, but it makes us
more serious in our efforts to learn
this rich language!
Because of our developing
language skills and finally feeling

Let’s Start Talking- LST
We’ve have been blessed with the
opportunity of helping host an LST
team. LST is a program that sends
teams around the world; their
purpose is to aid the mission
church in bringing in new contacts
by offering English conversation
practice using the Bible as the text.
The team this year is comprised of
three college boys from Sam

more settled here, we are also
being able to do more with people
from the church and some other
friends we’ve made. Dougle has
been attending a weekly small
group at the home of Volodya and
Mila; in addition, we try to attend
a monthly ‘couples meeting.’ Also,
we’ve enjoyed being guests in
other’s homes, as well as have
many guests in our home recently.
Through all of this, we hope to be
a light to those in darkness, as well
as learn from and encourage our
Russian brothers and sisters. We
feel we are working well toward
our goal of language and culture
learning during our first year!

Houston State. They are doing
excellent so far, despite the fact
that they’ve been without hot
water the whole time! They each
have several one-on-one studies a
day, where they are reading and
discussing God’s word. On Sundays,
they host parties, at which the
church can meet and get to know
the people they are working with!

Visit our Blogs: http://moscowmissions.blogspot.com/

• Our language and
culture learning

“Our heart has
not turned back,
nor have our
steps departed
from Your way.”
Psalm 44:18

Lucy hanging up
advertisements
for LST.

Lucy’s Blog: http://allaboutcanaan.blogspot.com/

Change of Plans

Dougle and Canaan
Notice how green it is
now!

As many of you are aware, we
have had a recent change of
plans as far as our destination.
Because of some visa issues that
we’ve been unable to solve, we
will not be able to stay in Russia
and do the type of church
planting work we had planned
to do. Though we are uncertain
as to why God is moving us in a
different direction, we want to
continue to be faithful in
following His leading. Over the
past month, we’ve discussed
many options, with our team, as
well as many people from our
church leaderships, and are in
the process of choosing a new
location. We have narrowed our
options to one city in Siberia,

Barnaul, where we might be
able to get a visa through a
Bible institute, as well as several
cities in Eastern Ukraine (where
they mainly speak Russian and
have many Russian immigrants).
Our sponsoring congregation,
Sunset, has put together a focus
committee to aid us as we move
forward in choosing a different
location. In addition, we
continue to work with Jay
Jarboe, Phil Jackson (with MRN),
and many others who have
information and expertise in
this area of the world.
Please continue to pray for us as
we seek out God’s direction for
the next phase in our ministry.

Russian Christian Conference
This year, Moscow hosted one of the
annual Christian conferences that takes
place in Western Russia. It was held in a
small town just outside of Moscow.
Everyone stayed at the hotel there
where the conference was held. The
theme was “Reconciliation.” A professor
from Pepperdine University, Dr. Timothy
Paunal, came to speak. In addition,
many Russian brothers spoke as well.
Though neither of us understood quite
everything, we had a good time
fellowshipping with some of our Russian
brothers and sisters from various places
in Russia, as well as Belarus.
In addition, we were able to visit with a
missionary from St. Petersburg, Joel
Petty. He works with the Bible school
there and gave us two big bags full of
DVDs of various Bible classes recorded in
Russian. We are excited about having
some good Christian materials/resources
in Russian!
Visit our Blogs: http://moscowmissions.blogspot.com/

Russian Christian
Conference

May 9-11th

Lucy’s Blog: http://allaboutcanaan.blogspot.com/

Feeling Closer to Home
McDougle Family
117420 MOSCOW
Ul. Nametkina
d. 9, k. 1, flat #47
drdougle@gmail.com

(806) 589-0080

May/June
Special Dates
May 15th: 4 Year
Wedding
Anniversary

We are excited to announce that we
have a LUBBOCK PHONE NUMBER!
Through a wonderful program called
Skype, we have been able to set up a
Lubbock area phone number for you
to call us!
This means that you may give us a call
as if you were calling a phone in
Lubbock, and we will answer in
Russia! You, as the caller, will not pay
any more than you would normally
pay for calling a Lubbock, Texas phone
number. Now, don’t hang up too fast
when you call. It will ring on our
computer at home for 15 seconds. If
we are home, we will answer there. If
we don’t pick up after 15 seconds,

First attempts at
potty training!

then it will start ringing my cell phone!
You might have to let it ring for a while
to give me time to answer it;
sometimes I am slow and it takes a
while for me to pick up!
We are excited about this new
phone number and hope that we
will be able to keep up with you all
better! Our new number is:

(806) 589-0080
th

May 27 : Dougle’s
30th Birthday
June 9th: Lucy’s 27th
Birthday

Call anytime! Just remember
we are 9 hours ahead of
Texas time!

Victory Day Celebrations: May 9th
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